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ABSTRACT
This paper is based upon the individual teaching and curriculum design experience of the authors at
postgraduate, undergraduate and diploma level at HE institutions across the UK. It is also set against a wide range
of experience of design practice in consultancy and subsequent combined research activities between UEL and
UCN in innovating new product design and development methods in manufacturing industries.

Change factors in product design education are numerous and the demand for change from funding authorities,
institutional managers and students is increasing yearly. The authors accept that the model of design practice
which served product design education well for a number of decades is no longer relevant or sustainable in
today’s environment and they argue for radical curriculum reform which matches the current environment of
practice as well as anticipating future trends in the market for design business.

1.0 Change at institutional level

The product design subject area is vulnerable to change at institutional level for a number of reasons. The
following is a review of some of the conditions for change:

• The value of the revenue from each student is reducing whilst institutional overheads are increasing year on
year.

• Product design students have traditionally occupied dedicated “home base” studio spaces available on a daily
free-access basis, but pressure for increased cohort sizes and competing institutional opportunities make this
less possible in future.

• Product design education is “space hungry” and expensive to deliver, it requires model making equipment and
assembly spaces, presentation and tutorial spaces, computing and printing facilities, research resources and
seminar spaces.

• Product design is not one of the big three in terms of student recruitment in the UK, these are Fashion/Textiles,
Graphic/Media Design, Fine Art - and it is increasingly expensive to maintain the technical resources of product
design courses to keep a programme relevant and to industry standards without substantial increases in intake
to secure funding.

• The product design subject area sits between several bodies of knowledge: Art, Business, Sociology, Economics,
Engineering, Manufacturing, Marketing, Science, and is not at the centre of an established subject area – it can
be found mostly located within Art and Design departments but sometimes within Engineering and Technology,
or even Computing and Business faculties, this makes the subject area vulnerable in times of change and instability. 
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• Institutional curriculum design and assessment fashions such as credit accumulation, modularisation, unitisation
etc, work against the holistic nature of product design and can militate against innovation and reform in
teaching methods and curriculum development.

• Product design teaching staff are required to have multi-role functions, they are expected to be research active
and/or be engaged in consultancy/real world activities, be involved in departmental, faculty and institutional
level processes, as well as develop and deliver the curriculum, this situation can create tensions and stress in
tutors who try to achieve all these aims.

• Teaching staff may be fewer than previously and may be dealing with double or triple sized student cohorts
than in the past. In parallel students’ expectations are higher - learning curves are expected to be quicker and
less painful in skill and technical subjects like computing, and 24 hour access to resources, equipment and
back-up is seen as an absolute right in a context of customer centred delivery and payment of top-up fees.

• Whilst more emphasis is being placed on student centred activities during design project work pressure for
increase in student numbers means that there may be more students in any cohort needing periods of
intensive one to one tuition. This is against a background of reducing teaching budgets.

1.1 CHANGES at curriculum level

Product design core activities are shrinking whilst the domain of influence of product design activity and the role
of product designers appear to be expanding. For example:

• Previous models of product design practice were based on a quantifiable step by step mechanistic process which
focused on identifiable hardware outputs which were measurable and billable.  Product design was
traditionally seen as concerned with a highly specialised set of creative and creating skills which had much to
do with maintaining the status quo of product typology whilst being concerned with appearing to bring
innovative and new ideas to products.  This model has been reinforced by establishment organisations like the
EPSRC, RSA, Design Council, the design press and industrial patrons who by promoting this view of product
design continue to marginalise the intellectual, political, social and philosophical content of product design.

• The educational design project is based on this ideal model of practice which the authors would claim no longer
hold true. The design project was and is the main vehicle for prescribing product design activity in the HE
curriculum.  The notional product design project assumes a preordained subject context and purpose, a
beginning point, a progressive series of stages and a recognisable end point with expected and measurable
outputs.

• The design project communicates a temporal frame based on several weeks, which in turn ascribes each stage
with a time value which may be reinforced by assessment and marking values.

• The authors would argue that with advanced digital modelling and RP tools values traditionally applied to
hardware outputs and time spent building highly finished models and graphical presentations may now have
less relevance to emerging product development methods and practices in the field.

• Rapid model making, rapid prototyping (hours and fractions of hours), soft tooling (numbers of days) and time
compressed hard tooling systems (down to 6 weeks) are the reality for practicing product designers.  These
parts of the product design process are now also often in other specialist hands.
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• An influx of specialists in fields like human factors/ergonomics, interface design, user centred design,
behavioural and social science, rapid manufacture etc, are now commonplace members of teams working
alongside product designers in NPD initiatives.

• As the centre of the discipline shrinks and the technical deskilling of product design continues so the capacity
of product designers to work with people, knowledge and strategies from other disciplines becomes more
important to achieving effectiveness in product design.

• As the ability to achieve quick visual and physical realisation of product forms and values increases so levels of
understanding of the background and context within which design decisions are being made becomes more
crucial.  More thinking time created by new technologies can be used for increased intellectual engagement with
for example the role of new product development to a business or marketing strategy, the effect of a product
on human behaviour, the options for a market or manufacturing strategy to be developed or the way that trends
in social concerns and responsibilities can produce opportunities for creating new products or services.

• It is the experience of the authors that companies, partners, clients, etc frequently require help in identifying
their NPD requirements prioritising and even visualising these requirements before a design brief can sensibly
be put together. This situation belies the model of the delivery of a highly delineated and prepared design brief
communicated by an all knowing client marketing or NPD function.

• New relationships are also being struck within NPD initiatives which could not work within the traditional
transactional model.  The new relationships are necessary to provide a forum for exchange of knowledge and
ideas which maybe up-stream from the brief writing stage but which is concerned with capturing knowledge
and implications down stream in the supply chain

• Clients, especially SMEs, have been frequently disappointed by the outcomes of a linear, transactional
relationship with consultant product designers and, in the experience of the authors, such disappointment is
often a motivator for SMEs to seek assistance in developing new products through such alternative
instruments as the (UK) Teaching Company Scheme. This is not to suggest that either client or consultant have
been at fault, rather that the model for the relationship did not allow the consultant to be fully exposed to
the context of the design activity.

1.3 Changes at industry level

Recent research work carried out by the authors with client/partners has provided evidence of several factors
which may be driving changes in client/product designer relationships:

• Client perception of product design as a resource is often poor and inaccurate this is perhaps a legacy of the
“fixed offer - high fees” approach of the 1980s, or perhaps the result of an insensitive consultancy approach
based on “one offer fits all”.

• Ambiguities and ignorance exist about the product design “offer”, its extent and what it can deliver to a client
who is often looking for one which is bespoke, flexible and can be integrated with in-house systems.  The
nature of the offer  has undergone several changes in recent years as technology and markets develop and
this has not always been understood by clients.

• Experience of the authors shows that many clients do not have the infrastructure to manage product design
and development in-house or to integrate external design intervention effectively into their business processes.
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• Clients can often be out of touch with their end users and have limited opportunity for feedback from their
customers and distributors this is particularly true of SME’s in business to business supply chains.  They
therefore may feel vulnerable as they are isolated in their supply chain and are unaware of pressures for
change upstream and downstream and they may be operating complex business models at one or two
removes from their end user.

• Many clients have notions about where to innovate in their product range but do not have the confidence or
resources or knowledge to develop any other than responsive “me-too” products. A bespoke solution may be
more effective and may require a wide and varied flexible approach from product designers dealing with
marketing, service and sub-contracting issues.

• Each client should be treated by product designers as a unique relationship requiring sensitive and appropriate
responses and arrangements for engagement.  This can only be achieved by getting to know how the client
thinks, how the client perceives its market and what their concerns and aspirations are. This kind of
understanding is difficult and expensive to achieve within the traditional model.  It is only then that the direction
of a specific design action can be agreed. Product designers have skills in organising this kind of complex input.

• Time compression will always be a major factor in all design work with clients and it is important that a full
discussion of the extent of the total process is undertaken at the outset to identify time scales and target dates
which realistically reflect the learning curves of all participants up and down stream.

• Innovation may be looked for in aspects other than the functionality or appearance of a product: these may be
in the market, user offer, associated services, and uniqueness and personalisation elements. The client may not
anticipate such broad ranging analysis prior to project initiation.

• Outputs from a product design offer may not only be hardware solutions – transfer of design skills, technology
transfer, product auditing, setting design strategy, setting up NPD networks, etc may all be classified as
effective outputs from product design activity within new NPD relationships.

2.0 Reform of the Design Project Model

If it is accepted that the academic design project model is the main vehicle through which the product design
activity is communicated and that this model is an idealised form of how practice works, then it follows that the
model has to be receptive to change as practice and the context of practice changes in order to maintain its
academic and vocational relevance.

The authors argue that whilst the model prescribes product design activity, the academic design project is well
placed culturally and politically, (being off-line from commercial pressures and contractual arrangements) to
explore the nature of reform in product design education and responses and strategies which will anticipate and
meet new challenges and expectations in emerging models of client/designer relations.

What is at stake here is maintaining relevance, currency and confidence in product design education in a period
of rapid change by questioning the precepts of the project model which have traditionally focused on preset
physical product objectives, performance specification, time scales and testable attributes. It is not that these
precepts are no longer relevant to the marketplace but how the designer gets there - in terms of the kinds of
professional relationship clients would prefer and product designers knowledge of the contextual issues pertinent
to their clients sector and market - is of increasing importance. What product designers are able to bring to a new
product development process may require a whole new set of responses and level of understanding in the future.
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Exploring new ways of making the educational experience real to product design students has always been of concern
to tutors and design institutions.  By reviewing some of these established strategies it is possible to see that however
well intended there are serious flaws which mean their value to students can only be considered as limited at best.

2.1 Design Competitions 

• Communicate a top down view of how design opportunities arise

• Communicate design process as a kind of competition lottery with a very few lucky winners

• Provide little feedback to individual participants and therefore poor learning value to the majority of the cohort

• Little opportunity for developing negotiation skills

• Can undermine intellectual/intuitive qualities in students and can subvert role of tutors to the purposes of the
competition

• Artificial model of practice with little opportunity to perceive and evaluate outputs beyond arbitrary constraints
and deadlines.

2.2 Industry Linked Projects

• Value of simulating “real-world” conditions dependent upon extent of contact between client group and
student group (there may be opportunities for setting up virtual client liaison environment)

For the student: by the end of the students’ second year of study they have had experience of
working to a real-life brief presented by a client and this brings dividends in terms of better
preparing the student for a placement year or employment. Clients sometimes offer prizes or
placement opportunities to students.
For the institution: high profile collaboration with an industrial, or local community partner, can
result in good publicity and flow of new projects. Students are more highly motivated and a saving
in tutor time is noticed.
For the partner: real deliverables to their project briefs. Can offer a company highly desirable design
solutions. (Evatt 1999)

• There may be limited feedback with large cohorts of students

• Possible tension between educational objectives and commercial ones – experience shows that linked projects
work best for students with process or material suppliers where there is more room for wider range of
interpretation and approaches

One of the major keys to achieving success in this more integrated collaboration has been to
make very clear from the outset (assignment handout) exactly what both the academic
requirements for the assignment are, alongside the industry requirements to satisfy their own
vision of the brief and required outcomes. (Veveris 2001)

• Some limited opportunities for realistic negotiation with client.
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2.3 Visits and Presentations

• Visits or presentations may produce a snap-shot of practice may not always match particular student or
academic requirements

• Contacts need to be briefed well in advance: with students to set the context and with designers/visitors to
ensure that the objectives are focused on the process elements of practice that will be relevant to the students
and fit the learning objectives

• No student negotiation involved: commercial confidentiality is often a barrier to their visitor experience of design
practice, however opportunities for discussion of issues can be rewarding if the right formal atmosphere is
achieved

• Require subsequent feedback sessions to pick up issues and misconceptions

• May reinforce pre- and misconceptions.

2.4 Placements

• Potentially a good learning strategy but can reinforce negative attitudes and poor management practice as well
as positive and good

• Expensive to set up and run but extremely valuable to students employability of graduation

• Require regular sensitive supervision and developed negotiation skills by all players

• Period of time appears to be critical to ensure successful reintegration of placement student on return to
institution

• Importance of debriefing and dissemination on return is important.

The above are examples of strategies for students gaining experience making their education feel real and
matching the perceived needs of industry.  The response of either bringing design professionals into education or
sending students on placement into industry to find out whether they are up to the challenge presupposes that
what goes on outside of education institutions is real and of value and tends to deny the capacity of the education
experience within the institution to address “real issues”. It is as though real life  only happens outside the
institution and that anything that happens within a university design studio is artificial and of little commercial,
social or economic value.

The authors of this paper have long held the view that pressures for change on product design education require
that institutions take a leading role in integrating and regenerating the professional relationships associated with
design practice into the curriculum.  Experience of collaborative design research undertaken at UEL and UCN
(“Beyond the Fridge” 1998 – 2001) has led to several initiatives aimed at creating new working partnerships with
business and other agencies which aim at pushing the envelope of the established project model.  Not all these
initiatives have been successful and some are at early stages – sometimes staff and institutional culture and
practices can act as barriers to change and reform can take time – below are examples of some of the initiatives
and a summary of possible impacts on the educational design project.
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2.5 Design Centres and Labs

The location of an industrial/professional design unit within an academic design school is not a new concept –
Bruce Archer’s DRU (design research unit) established at the RCA during the 1960’s is an excellent example of its
antecedence.  However, such initiatives have often been arranged in a way to reinforce the separateness of
research and consultancy from the product design syllabus. Concerns for confidentiality, commercial timescale
and measuring and assessing academic involvement can inhibit the value of the industrial unit to the learning
experience of students. This is a great loss as the concept of making product design process more inclusive, and
engaging product design education with external agencies and agendas within education institutions still has
great pull for all those involved in design education.

Recent research and consultancy activities within UEL and UCN have demonstrated that the two cultures of
practice and education can sit comfortably together and mutual value can be derived for both.

In the case of research active teaching staff or those who wish to become research active their location within a
centre like the Industrial Design centre at UEL has not only provided an environment which encourages a critical
approach to practice but has created a forum which is welcoming to participants in design process who feel
enabled to question established practice and explore new methods.

The authors have found that if the relationship between research partners and business clients develops along
lines which are collaborative rather than exclusively transactional and that the purposes and benefits that can arise
from product design  activity are clearly presented and understood from the outset (either research, consultancy
or educationally focused), then it is easier to overcome barriers to transfer of knowledge and ideas enabling more
opportunities for an easy design exchange to occur. 

A change in culture and attitude away from secrecy and exclusivity in research and consultancy relationships in
turn has benefits for students in providing opportunities for them to become involved in on-going research – to
broaden their network of contacts beyond teaching staff and student contempories.  It also acts to influence and
inform curriculum philosophy and agenda by providing exemplars, teaching materials and insights into current
issues which are real and “home-grown”.

Broadening the network of those involved in research and consultancy initiatives within a product design subject
area means that there are more people around for students to see and refer to who are not perceived as part of
the institution – it reinforces a feeling that the institution itself is part of rather than distinct from the world of
practice outside – it also makes more creditable the advice teaching staff provide and increases confidence in the
relevance and currency of their teaching materials. It is the experience of the authors that many research active
staff have difficulties in disseminating their research work to influence their teaching practice.

Students are asked to participate in this effort, as they benefit from the flow of information that
takes place and they are able to utilise modern computational tools in real life situations…………..

Professors can keep up with modern techniques and methods, work in a multidisciplinary
environment and assure the propagation of new experiences through classroom activities and
extraordinary courses oriented to professionals. The contact with state of the art simulation tools
raises their curiosity in on going developments in the tools with which they work.

Companies can see universities as partners that provide service and new human resources. This
partnership brings new development procedures to their environment, so their processes have to be
reviewed constantly. (Borsato 1999)
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The work of the Industrial Design Centre at UEL has recently been augmented by the establishment of the Product
Design Lab, a dedicated product design consultancy service provider funded by London Docklands Develop
Agency and EU RDF funding.

The Product Design Lab is equipped with high quality IBM workstations running Solidworks, extruded FDM, rapid
prototyping and reverse engineering through 3D scanning.  The Product Design Lab is an employer of product
design graduates enables students opportunities for periods of “in-house” work related experiences as well as
being a resource for learning about project management, project costing, manufacturing and client liaison for
students and staff.

UEL and UCN have collaborated on ideas for setting up design centres.  Some of the benefits of these are:

• Creates a learning partnership between clients, students and staff

• Creates a different working ambiance for the student – which is neither distinctly commercial nor educational
but bridges the experience of both through design practice issues

• Provides opportunities for students to handle client liaison within a sheltered environment and reduces emphasis
on the top/down precept

• Creates opportunities for a neutral broker status for product designers through  negotiating, participation and
monitoring collaborative design initiatives

• Provides short, paid placements/research activities for staff

• Provides flexibility of hours, access and inputs to fit in with educational timetables

• Provides opportunities for tutors to research and transfer new knowledge into teaching/learning relationships

• Creates a forum for discussion, reflection and sharing ideas and knowledge across internal and external
participants

• Provides “extra value” physical resources and design tools through grants and fees.

2.6 Design Project Advisors: U3A

This initiative was started at UEL in 1998 and is based on an assumption that strategies for expanding product
design students understanding of the context of a design project need to be made real within the academic
context.  The use of design advisors from U3A arose from a research project on user centred design carried out
by staff based in IDC and UEL.  This project was managed by an RA within IDC and was funded by Electrolux
design centre.  The results are published as an MPhil thesis (Muddell, S (1998) Research into the field of new
product development processes towards shaping a transgenerational design “Manual” to provide guidelines for
strategic product development.)

• Design advisors from U3A are senior aged people, some retired with backgrounds in engineering, architecture,
interior and graphic design and UEL works closely with members from Bromley U3A Design Group.
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• Participation happens in two ways; firstly design project advisors working alongside tutors in design studios at
levels 2 and 3 of BA and BSc Product Design programmes.  Sessions are arranged in advance to coincide with
critical points in design project programmes.  U3A also provide input as members of product development
teams/partnerships on research and consultancy projects within IDC or Product Design Lab.

• U3A members guide research with end users at scoping stage of project, they also contribute to the evaluation
of test rigs, prototypes etc.

• U3A members attend critiques and workshop discussion as well as give advice in one to one or two on one
tutorials.

• U3A members are not involved in assessment of project work but are involved in joint promotional activities
such as UEL/IDC stand at Innovate 2000 Exhibition at Earls Court, London.

• U3A members champion the requirements and needs of older users of both genders and are able to shift the
focus of predominantly young design students away from solely the concerns of their own generation.

• Brief reading/understanding and communication skills is a specific area of input

• The relationship between student design advisors and U3A members appears to be different in kind from that
between students and tutors, factors here are perhaps non-association with marking, different range of age
and experience, from teaching staff.

• Usually three visits per project are arranged at key points in as project where social issues, human factors and
marketing concerns are developed – an example is a second level project which introduces user considerations
associated with the design of, interfaces to public information terminals.

• Optional range of personality types for students in cases where there is exposure to only one tutor.

3.0 Contextualising the Design Project

Much of the knowledge economy of today is typified by risk adverse industry, increasingly sophisticated
consumers, emerging markets, and high levels of achievable time compression in concept to market. In this
environment the ability to process knowledge and be intuitive about coming to design judgements needs to be
finely tuned. Evidence of research from UEL and UCN shows that product designers are increasingly operating at
a strategic as well as a tactical level within supply chains.

The design project model which stresses a sequential and predictable trajectory producing highly specified
product outcomes within a simple market/client relationship is less useful to the new product design team than
a model which regards the project setting and pre-design brief scoping as a major contribution to the overall
success of the design process.

Recent experiences of the authors has shown that in practice client bodies are not necessarily sure about where
the next application of product development should occur, or whether they have the knowledge to frame the
project questions or the infrastructure to manage the project.  It seems that product designers may be involved
increasingly in scoping the context and background to a new product design and development action as well as
authoring the design brief and setting the parameters and managing the structure of the design process.  This
increase in role and responsibilities implies change in the nature of the client/designer relationship, based on a
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greater exchange of knowledge, an open and learning style of association and sharing of sensitive commercial
information.  It may also imply a more interdisciplinary team of specialists or the development of NPD relationships
with suppliers, customers, and end users up and down the supply chain, and even across supply chains.  

It will not only be the product designers’ conventional 3D form building  skills that are called upon in this scenario
but also the capacity to construct an holistic understanding of, and justification for, the product which may be
complex, multilayered and consistent with all aspects of the context of product manufacture, marketing, use and
disposal.

The understanding of the functions assumed by the objects within people’s lives, and considering
the social and cultural contexts where they are inserted, is one of the basic factors for the definition
of the role of the designer, within the process of developments of concepts and material supports.

…………a stronger emphasis to the social and cultural dimension of objects must be given, and
moreover, achieve a more complete integration between the various areas of knowledge involved in
the development of products, in such a way that it reduces the existing gap between the cultural
and technical dimension. (Ono 2000)

In this new model the locus of creativity in the product design process starts prior to the conventional contractual
stage and project setting or scoping may be key to the overall success of the NPD process and its commercial
outcomes.  It is increasingly important in a market which values service experience equally with hardware
physicality that all assumptions and received wisdoms are questioned to enable design concepts to be envisioned
which go beyond existing solutions and expectations.  In educational terms a reflection of changes in practice
requires a model which asks the product design student to set out to find what questions are worth asking: a
project model which from the outset assumes it is a research based activity within which truths and realities will
be created, not seeking to emulate an idealised practice but seeking to use the design project method as a
strategic tool to create a best fit with the context of each individual project.

Moving the educational project starting point back into a more fluid pre-briefing stage impacts in several ways,
for example on the intellectual demands on students, the  way in which tutors communicate the curriculum
agenda, the way projects are set, the criteria of assessment, and the kind of teaching/learning contacts that
happen between staff and students.

This scenario has several advantages.  It encourages a forum to be set up between tutors, students, researchers,
clients and other specialists about where the opportunities for design work lie, and asks how best we may work
on these opportunities and how they are then brought to the marketplace.  Tutors/researchers may find their
research activities more usefully shared with students, students may build confidence in areas that complement
traditional product design skill areas and project styles may be varied to reflect individual project objectives.  Thus
the project becomes wholly owned by the student but is the result of a shared and therefore enhanced
management of knowledge which resides as a mutually held understanding between teacher and student which
is growing and real.

In initiating student design projects at a pre-brief, contextual research stage, the student experience may reflect
that described above, where a client may be aware that action is required to retain and develop market share but
is not aware of what that action should be.

This state of knowing that something must be done but not knowing what it is followed by broad and deep
contextual research to frame an appropriate course of action may mean that assessment criteria cannot be related
to deliverables as project outcomes cannot be specified from the outset.
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However it is likely that assessment weighting will shift, with student activity, from down-stream realisation in
terms of, for example workshop modelmaking, to up-stream product definition in terms of personal, social,
environmental and commercial contexts with the student developing the ability to handle and synthesise
knowledge within the “real world” of the project.
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